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QUESTION 1

The Mediation Layer in the Logical View of the Service-Oriented Integration architecture provides several capabilities.
Which of the following are capabilities provided by the Mediation Layer? 

A. enrichment - adding data elements to a data entity to give the entity increased Information 

B. routing - sending the client request to the appropriate provider (s) based on some criteria 

C. message transformation - converting the request message format to a different message form, appropriate for the
provider 

D. choreography - defining the messages that flow back and forth between systems that are participating in a business
process 

E. protocol mediation - converting a client request from one protocol to a different protocol used by provider 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Explanation: 

The Mediation Layer provides loose coupling for the entire architecture. It decouples the layers of the 

architecture as well as decoupling external users of the layers from the specific layers in the architecture. 

The key capabilities in this layer include: 

*

 Routing - Routing provides the ability to send the client request to the appropriate provider based on 

some criteria. The routing may even include sending the client request to multiple providers. This capability 

facilitates location transparency, versioning, scalability, partitioning, request pipelining, SLA management, 

etc. 

*

 Protocol Mediation - Protocol mediation is the ability to handle a client request using one protocol (e.g. 

WS*, JMS, REST) with a provider using a different protocol. This provides protocol decoupling between the 

provider and the consumer. 

Message Transformation - Message transformation allows a client request using one message format to 

be handled by a provider that expects a different message format. This provides message format 

decoupling between the provider and the consumer. 

*

 Discovery - Discovery is the mechanism by which a client finds a provider of a particular SOA Service. 
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Discovery can occur at design time or runtime. 

*

 Monitoring - Monitoring captures runtime information about the messages flowing through the mediation 

layer. Since the mediation layer is an intermediary for message traffic, it provides a centralized monitoring 

capability. 

*

 Policy Enforcement - Policy enforcement provides consistent application of policies (e.g. WS-

SecurityPolicy) across all messages flowing through the mediation layer. Since the mediation layer is an 

intermediary for message traffic, it provides a centralized policy enforcement capability. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working with an IT department that has embraced Service-Oriented Integration (SOI). The development team
has created a catalog of services that rigidly follow the layering of the SOI architecture as illustrated by the Logical View.
Clients are allowed to call only Business Process Services, Business Process Services only call Business Services,
Business Services only call Data Services, and so on, with each call going through the Mediation Layer. Unfortunately,
the quality assurance team has discovered during user acceptance testing that the latency of applications the Business
Process Services is unacceptable. 

What advice would you give the development team to help reduce the latency without sacrificing adherence to the SOI
architecture? 

A. Change the SOA Services to bypass the Mediation Layer when calling other SOA Services. The Mediation Layer
should be used only between the clients and the SOA Services. The Mediation Layer should not be used between SOA
Services. 

B. The developers are accurately following the SOI architecture. Reducing the latency will require that some of the SOI
architecture concepts be relaxed or violated. 

C. Remove all data transformation from the Mediation Layer because data transformations are too computationally
expensive, where required, change the interface of the SOA Services to use a single data model so that data
transformations are not needed. 

D. Allow clients and SOA Services to use large-granularity operations. Each operation on the Business Process Service
should return an entire data entity or multiple data entities. This reduces the number of client calls required and,
therefore, the overall latency. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Reducing the number of calls could reduce latency. 

Note: The Mediation Layer provides loose coupling for the entire architecture. It decouples the layers of the 
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architecture as well as decoupling external users of the layers from the specific layers in the architecture. 

The primary purpose of this layer in the architecture is to facilitate communication between layers in the 

architecture and between this architecture and the systems that connect to this architecture. This layer is 

infrastructure in the truest sense and therefore rarely maps directly to business requirements. However, 

this layer provides key capabilities that make the architecture service oriented and is the primary focus for 

meeting non-functional requirements such as scalability, reliability, availability, maintainability, etc. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 3

Which caching mode does every write to the cache cause a synchronous write to the back-end store? 

A. Refresh-Ahead Cache 

B. Write-Through Cache 

C. Write-Behind Cache 

D. Read-Through Cache 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Explanation: 

In a write-through cache, every write to the cache causes a synchronous write to the backend store. 

In this approach, the data is updated in the 

backend data store, then the primary cache, all within the scope of the transaction. Then the backup cache 

is also updated to maintain consistency of data. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing an Integration component that uses customer data. The source system defines customer data in a
different format than expected. Which of the following options best describes how you would develop the component? 

A. Create an object representation of customer data and use itin the component. 

B. Externalize the data transformation by mapping the source data format to a canonical data format. 

C. The data formats are different, so it is not possible to develop the component. 
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D. Write data from the source system into a database and read it back in the expected format. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Note: It is quite common to encounter use cases that require transformation of information from one format to another,
especially in the area of enterprise integration. Source systems and target systems may use very different
representations of data and in some cases, a canonical data model might be used as a common intermediate format. In
some cases, the transformation is a simple field-to-field mapping whereas in other cases it is a complex manipulation
and conversion of data. It should be possible to visually map the source and target representations with the ability to
enrich the elements to support both simple and complex data transformations. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three primary components form IT Strategies from Oracle (ITSO)? 

A. Enterprise Technology Strategies 

B. Maximum Availability Architecture 

C. Enterprise Solution Designs 

D. Oracle Reference Architecture 

E. Oracle Enterprise Architecture Framework 

F. Oracle Unified Method 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Explanation: 

ITSO is made up of three primary elements. 

Enterprise Technology Strategies (ETS) 

Enterprise Solution Designs (ESD) 

Oracle Reference Architecture (ORA) 

References: 
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